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$105$ [Rog10]. $39.99$ [Saf10].

* [NS10b].

/ACM [TODM19, XPP19].

0-470-24211-6 [Tri10a]. 0-672-32877-1 [Saf10].

10th [RGBR14, MRJD17, SNGM19]. 12 [KS10]. 14th [CTD19, CEH19]. 1999 [Ber10a]. 1st [GKK+19, LNG+13, BCDE18a, BCDE18b, FS11, GGR10, GKM18, GKS17, HMS16, KMR+19, KKPJ10, KMTD17, RFD+18b, RFD+18a, TLG+16].


3 [Sch18, M.13]. 300 [BM10c]. 368pp. [Tri10a]. 3rd [Gve13c, Teo11, Tri10b, HKPS12].
404 [Sch16b]. 41st [SNGM19]. 4th
[LRS11, BU+17, DJB17, GPW17,
KNOF13, LLM+12, LLM+13].

510 [BM10a], 580 [BM10b]. 5th
[GKK+19, CBK10, LAK10, UYG+19].

6th [LIL13, LZX+18].

7th [BBG+13].

8 [BKP16].

978-0-387-21507-5 [BM10b].
978-0-470-40129-3 [Sau10].
978-0-521-81513-0 [Rog10].
978-0-521-87546-2 [BM10c].
978-0-521-88068-8 [Tri10b].
978-0470-29455-0 [BM10a].

9th [Gve13a, CD17].

Abbott [Gou12]. ABC [MBN13]. Abrial
[Rus11]. Abstract
[KPP12, JWB+18, SSK13]. Abstraction
[Wei18]. Abstracts [LMS11]. academic
[Sch12d]. Academy [Sol19]. access
[HDKB13, Jai11, Jai12]. Aceto [BM10c].
achieving [Gla12]. ACM
[CEH19, KBR17a, Not10, TOD19,
XP19, Del12a]. ACO [SS11]. Acquisition
[HJ16, AJP13]. Across [ZS14, JS12].
Activities [KL18]. activity
[CB12, GPC12, JDV12]. activity-based
[JDV12]. ad [KSR12, JS12]. Ada [Aus11].
Adams [Sau13a]. adaptation [KB12].
Adaptive [HSS+16, LPP+19, MRJD17,
HAW13, RRS13]. addressing [GD10].
Adequacy [PSJ18, BMJ12]. Adi [Sch12a].
Adi-Tabatabaii [Sch12a]. adjunct [Sch12c].
ADLs [Pan10]. Adriaan [Ngo12, Teo13c].
Advanced [Teo13a]. Advances [HRZN10].
advertisement [JS12]. Affair
[MWR19a, MWR19b]. Agenda [GKK+19].
Agent [MWR19a, MWR19b, GSB11, GS12].
agents [MKK12b, MKK13b]. Aggregation
[RR11]. Agile
[APNT16, DK16, FCT+17, Fra11, FM18c,
FM18a, GR12, HMS16, Kay11, Miy11,
Nie12, SM16, CSG13, DM13, HJ13, Jan12,
MM11a, MO11, Mor13, Jie16, Ban12b].
agility [WJ12, Wh11]. Ahead
[MWR19a, MWR19b]. AHP [BA13]. AI
[HWA12]. Ajaykumar [Wer10].
Akrivopoulos [Kie12]. AI [BM10c]. Alfred
[BM10b]. algebra [GLMM10]. algebraic
[Rip10]. Algorithm [SNR17, Ban12a, GC12,
JD13, MKP12, MM10a, MB13, MT13,
Men13, RFS10, RNN13, SAM13b]. Ali
[Sch12a, HMB18]. A Reza [Sch12a].
Aliasing [Wei18]. Aligning [MS19].
Alistair [Ber10a]. allocation [Ban11].
Alloy [DR18]. Alon [Jah12]. alternative
Analysis [BS17, Bu18, GB13a, HAM+19,
KS11c, KBR17b, LPP+19, Lee18, SM16,
BK11, CN11, CQG13, DC13, Gre12b,
HDKB13, KK12b, KS13b, Lan11, MG12,
RT10, SBB12, TJ12, VS11b, dSAP10].
Analytical [GS12, KSR12]. Analytics
[Noo18, Ban12]. analyze [PASS13].
analyzer [MBN13]. Analyzing
[NUK13, SS11]. Andrea [Gve13b]. Andrew
[Teo13a]. Android
[MMP+12, SGS12a, vdMvdMV12]. Anhui
[Jah12]. Ann [Sch13a]. anonymous
[VS11b]. Ant [BDJ10, SKS10]. Anton
[Sau13b]. anywhere [Dek10]. API
[JY12, Gla11]. app [Ngo12]. applicability
[SS13]. Application
[BK16, BL10, Ban12a, BB11b, KB11a,
MK10, SK10b, AJP13, Ban10a, Ban11,
CSK11, Del13, Gre12b, Jia12, PA10, RB10,
RPB12, SM12a, WJ12, Yu11]. Applications
[Arr18, GGR10, HRZN10, VA17, Aus11,
BD11, JS12, KB12, RA13, Wh11,
vdMvdMV12, BM10b, De11c, Pai13b].
Applied [HMS16]. Applying
[MKP12, SK12a, HW13]. Approach
[Jai11, MD12, NGD14a, NGD14b, NP16, RK16, BKMJ12, BK11, CSKB11, CSK12, CSK13, CJ10, Dah10, DBK+13, Ei12b, eAMO10, GB11, GDF13, GKK11, GC12, JG13, JRX12, JDV12, JZY12, Loc12, Mac10, MKP12, MKB11, MIO10, MBN13, MVGM10, Mor13, NUK13, NB10, RMFO13, RVR12, RVB12, SNS10a, SNS10b, SBS11, SV13, UDA10, YAS11, YO11, dCBS13].

Appo [KMTD17, GD10, JG12, PASS13, GR12].

Arbo [Tan12].

Arch [Ber13, Swa12b].

Architect [Cho10].

Architect ing [GTK17, TCB+12].

Architectural [Pan10, KJ10, MBC10].

Architectures [RFD+18b, RFD+18a].

Archive [ASN19].

Arise [RPB12].

Arising [HBM13].

Art [Trii10b, Vu11].

Artefacts [Sin19].

Artifact [Kri13].

Artificial [HdCH+12, MSS19, Sch19].

ASDM [Jan12].

Asia [WL13].

Asia-Pacific [WL13].

Aspect [SPKM16, CbdrS10, CCI3, MBK11, NKS10, SBK13, Tek12b].

Aspect-Oriented [SPKM16, CCI3, NKS10, SBK13, Tek12b].

Aspects [BWSF18a, BWSF18b, DSS+10, MRJD17, PDS+13, Tra11b].

Assembly [SP13].

assertion [BRD+12].

assertion-based [BRD+12].

assess [JDV12].

Assessing [Mun19, PSJ18].

Assessment [BK16, DR10, DR11a, KS12b, NKS10, kP16, eAMO10, HB13, HPO+13, Nie12].

assignment [RRSV13].

assurance [Yaz10].

AST [CEH19].

ASTD [MGLF12].

Athanasios [Kie12].

Atomic [HNT16].

Attack [SKE+18, SEK+19, RRSV13, SGM12].

Attacks [KK14, BR313, BSS12, BSS13c, VS11a, VS11b, YAS11].

Attending [Kat13].

Attention [HNT16].

attributes [CPG+12, GD10].

automata [BSS13b, MB12].

automated [CJ10, RA13].

Automatic [RMFO13, SIO10, ZLNP18, dSAVP10].

Automation [BCDE18a, BCDE18b, CB10, CEH19, Bas10].

Autonomous [GKS17, GKL18a, GKL18b, RFD+18b, RFD+18a].

Availability [CK11a].

avoid [Ber12a].

Avoidance [SGS12a].

AVR [HB10].

Aware [DRO+17, HB10, RFD+18b, RFD+18a].

awareness [BP10].

B [GB10, Rus11, dSAVP10].

bad [SK11].

Balanced [WZ12].

balancing [KAZS14].

Balasubraman ian [Ebe13].

Bang [Sch16b].

Bar [WCG+18].

Barcodes [Bel11].

Barnum [Del11a].

Barry [Teo13e].

Based [KS12a, KS13a, KAZS14, LIL13, LAX17, Mot19, Mun19, NGD14a, NGD14b, SPKM16, Ban11, BRD+12, BMMR12, BD11, BSS13b, BMRB10, BD10, BK11, BZC+18, CV13, Cat13, CSKB12, DBK+13, Ei12b, Fra11, GT10, HWA12, HB10, JM13, JRX12, JPD12, KS11b, KB12, KSR12, K13, K11b, LPP+19, Lon10a, Lon10b, MKP12, MKB11, MM10a, NS10a, PGP13, PM10, PCR12, RRSO13, RRSV13, RB10, RK16, SNS10a, SNS10b, SBS11, SAM13b, SASS11, SK12a, SK13, SV13, Swa12a, W12, WJ12, YAS11, dCBS13, Men13, SS10b, YA12, S10, Del11c].

Bashan [Teo12d].

Bashar [Ber11d].

basics [Win11b].

basis [DD11, JZY12, SBS11].

Bayesian [JR12, JPD12].

Be [Ost16a, Ost17, Ost18a].

become [Tra10a].

BeginToReason [FS18].

Behavior [Sun18].

Behavioral [CSKB13, BS12, SK13].

behaviour [SK12c].

Bellagio [Teo12d].

Ben [Teo12a].

benchmark [Gre12b].

Benchmarking [CK18, Loc12].

benchmarking-inspired [Loc12].

Benefits
After [Sol19, BBF13, CSKB12, GBSL16, KD11]. Beyond [Jin18]. Bibliometric [KBRS17a], bidirectional [Jai11]. Big [Arr18, Tra10a, Bill [Mit11]. Binary [Asi18]. Bio [RT13]. Bio-inspired [RT13]. bipartite [TODM19]. Blockchain [VS11a]. BIXSAN [BWSF18a, BWSF18b]. Boundary [BWSF18a, BWSF18b], body [LAK10]. Bombosch [Bes13b]. Bondurant [Teo11]. Book [Act11, Aus11, Ban12b, Bel11, BM10a, BM10c, BM10b, Ber10a, Ber11d, Ber13, Bes13a, Bes13b, Cha13b, Cha13a, Coo12, Del11b, Del11a, Del11c, Del12a, Del12d, Del12c, Del12b, Del13, Ebe13, Epp11, Frol12a, Frol12b, Frol13a, Frol13b, Gla12, Gla11, Gou12, Gve13a, Gve13b, Hag11, Hat12, Jah13, Kie13a, Kie13b, Kim13, M.13, Men12, Mit11, Mor13, Ngo11, Ngo12, Pail13a, Pail13b, Pay13, Rog10, Rus11, Saf10, Sam13a, Sau10, Sau13a, Sch12a, Sch13a, Sch13b, St.12, Sto13, Swa12a, Swa12b, Tan12, Teo11, Teo12a, Teo12b, Teo12c, Teo12d, Teo13a, Teo13b, Teo13c, Teo13d, Teo13e, Teo13g, Teo13f, Teo13h, Tra10c, Tra10a, Tra10b, Tra11a, Tri10a, Tri10b, Vu11, Wer10, Whi11, Cho10, Cha13b]. 


Drupal [Teo13b]. DTrace [Coo12]. Dumbill [M.13]. Dutson [Pai13a, Teo13c]. Dwells [Ost18b]. DWEVOLVE [TG11]. Dynamic [MKK12b, MKK13b, SM17, SPKM16, SMP19, BRD+12, Bas10, Coo12, Gup11, Jai12, SGM12, Sch13a].

dynamics [DBA13].


Ecosystem [KS11c]. ecosystems [Yu11]. ECSA [RFD†18b, RFD†18a]. Edd [M.13]. Edie [Sau13a]. editing [Teo12b]. Edition [Sau10, SBP19, Tri10b, Cha13b, Cha13a, CEH19, Del12c, Fro12a, Gve13a, Gve13b, Gve13c, Hat12, Ngo11, Teo11, Teo13a, Teo13g, Teo13h, Teo13j, Mit11].

editors [Cha13a]. Education [AH10b, AH11b, AH11c, AH12b, SSJM12, Ard10, AH10a, AH11a, AH12a, AH12c, AH12e, AH12d, AH13a, AH13b, AH13c, AH13d, SFTS18].

Effect [JK11, SS13, vdLR18a, vdLR18b, PM12]. Effective [Ald19, MBN13, RBV12, Kie13a]. Effectiveness [SK11, SK12d, HPO+13, NB10]. effects [KS13b]. Efficiency [FS11, MKP12, MBC10, RNN13, Sch11b, Tee10b]. efficient [HK12, RFS10, Sch13c, Swa12b].


Emerging [CCM+10, SFTS18, TODM19, BDM12]. EMF [BGKS12]. Emotion [Sau13a].


encoding [SM12a]. End [Sch16b]. Energy [HB10]. enforcer [BR13]. enforcing [BR13]. Engine [FMP19, Ngo12, Ngo12]. engineer [VCPR12]. Engineering [AH10b, AH11b, AH11c, AH12b, Arr18, ASN19, BCKS12a, BCKS12b, BCKS13, BBU†17, BWS†17, BWSF18a, BWSF18b, BWS†19, CTD19, Car18, CD17, CMW19, Doe10a, Doe10b, Doe10c, Doe10d, Doe10e, Doe11a, Doe11b, Doe11c, Doe11d, Doe12a, Doe12b, Doe12c, Doe12d, Doe12e, Doe12f, Doe13a, Doe13b, Doe13c, Doe13d, Doe13e, Doe13f, Doe14, Doe16a, Doe16b, Doe16c, Doe16d, Doe18, DBK†13, EPBR16, Fra16, FS11, GGR10, GKK†19, GPW17, GR12, HdcCH†12, HDDS12, JRG†13, KMR†19, KKPJ10, Kra18, KKPJ12, Kre19, KBR17a, LLM†12, LLM†13, LSM†10, LNG†13, LMS11, MS19, MSS19, MWR19a, MWR19b, Mei17, MRJD17, Mot19, Net19, Pas19, RJJ13, REN†14, Sau10, Sch16a, Sch18,


fundamental [Del12b]. Fundamentals [Ban13]. Teo13d, Gve13a, Sch12a]. Future [LWT+19]. NOFK18b, NOFK18a, CK11b].

FutureSmart [Mor13]. Fuzzing [LPP+19]. Fuzzy [BK16]. BK11, BA13, BSS13a, JDV12, KKK11, NKS10, SV13].


generation [AHS12]. BSS13b, BS13, BDJ10, CJ10. Gre12b, JZY12, Mac10, MKP12, Pha18. RMFO13, Rim12, SK13, SD11, SS10a, VM13]. Generic [KK19]. SA16, GB11, KK12b, SD11].

Genetic [LWT+19]. BS13, GC12, MKP12, MM10a, MNB13, MT13, RRN13, SAM13b]. Geoffy [Fro13a]. Geometric [Rog10].


Governance [VA17]. Gracious [OSt18a]. graduate [MM11b]. gram [KPA10].

Grammar [LPP+19]. AHS12].


Gregg [Coo12]. Grey [Kam19]. So119].


guide [Cha13a]. Dek10, Gve13b, Men12, O’S11. Pai13b, Teo13d, Teo13j. Sto13, Teo12d].

guided [Tra12]. guidelines [St.12].


Hardback [Rog10]. BM10a, BM10c. Tri10a, Tri10b]. hardcover [Sau10]. hardware [Yu11].

Improvement
[LWT¹⁺¹⁹, RC¹⁷, GJ¹³, MM¹⁰a].
Improving [SM¹²a, Tei¹⁸, HWA¹₂, YO¹¹].
icorrect [Ban¹²a]. increase
[MKP¹₂, MBC¹⁰]. Incremental [SEK¹⁺¹⁹].
independent [VS¹¹a]. Index
[KS¹¹a, UDA¹⁰]. India
[KMR¹⁺¹⁹, MRJD¹⁷, SS¹⁶]. Industrial
[Fra¹⁶, Jie¹⁶]. Industries [Jie¹⁶]. Industry
[DJB¹⁷, MS¹⁹, MM¹¹b, Sol¹⁹, MM¹⁰b, Rom¹²]. inequality [JY¹²]. inevitable
[Eis¹²a]. inference [GS¹²]. informal
[CJ¹⁰]. Information [MMM¹⁰, MMM¹¹, MMM¹³, MMM¹⁶, WC¹⁰, Cho¹⁰, KK¹¹, KS¹³b, PMTP¹², Sau¹¹, Yu¹¹].
infrastcutre [Fro¹³b]. initial [LKM¹⁺¹³].
Injection [KK¹⁴]. innovation [Kie¹³b].
Innovations [MRJD¹⁷, Sch¹³a].
innovative [RVR¹²]. Input [NP¹⁶, Pha¹⁸].
Ins [GK¹²]. Inselberg [BM¹⁰b]. Insights
[SAS¹⁶, Jah¹³, Sch¹³b]. inspecting
[CBdRS¹⁰]. inspection [DBA¹³, NS¹⁰a].
inspired [Loc¹², RT¹³]. Install [Dek¹⁰].
intangible [CPG¹⁺¹²]. Integrated
[Roy¹⁹, We¹³, CSKB¹³, Rom¹²]. integrating [SKJ¹⁺¹³, Teo¹¹]. Integration
[MSM¹⁸, BB¹¹a, Jah¹²]. Integrity [KK¹²a].
Intelligence
[HdCH¹⁺¹², MSS¹⁹, Sch¹⁹, BDM¹²].
Intelligent [MRJD¹⁷, Roy¹⁹]. intensive
[HB¹³]. Inter [Sin¹⁹, GS¹², MO¹¹].
inter-agent [GS¹²]. Inter-Related [Sin¹⁹].
inter-relationship [MO¹¹]. interaction
[Sau¹¹]. Interactions [SA¹⁴]. Interactive
[MW¹²]. intercomparision [MBC¹⁰].
interface [O'S¹¹]. interfaces [Del¹¹b].
International
[BCKS¹²a, BCKS¹²b, BCKS¹³, BBG¹⁺¹³, BBU¹⁺¹⁷, CTD¹⁹, CBK¹⁰, CHMW¹⁹, DJB¹⁷, FS¹¹, GK¹², GKK¹⁺¹⁹, GKS¹⁷, GKL¹⁸a, GKL¹⁸b, GFBE¹⁰, GPW¹⁷, HRZN¹⁰, HiCH¹⁺¹², HDDS¹², HKPS¹², KKPJ¹⁰, KKPJ¹², KNOV¹², KNOF¹³, KMTD¹⁷, LLM⁺¹², LLM⁺¹³]
LZK +18, LSM +10, LIL +13, LNG +13, LMS11, OKNB11, RFD +18b, RFD +18a, RGBR14, SBP19, SNGM19, SAHC11, TDOM19, TLG +16, TSvd +11, UYG +19, XPP19, LRS11, KOPR16, KOH +18a, KOH +18b, TDVW17, XZM13. Internet [JWB +18].


JavaScript [Kie13a, Teo13d, Kie13a, Teo12a, Teo13d]. Jazz [Teo12d]. Jean [Russ11].


L [BM10c, Gl12, Gou12]. Lack [HNT16]. ladder [Sch13d]. Lag [SKT10]. Lahman [Del11c]. Landscape [Wel18]. Langade [Bes13b]. Language [Mun19, Sin19, Mac10, HMB18]. languages [KK12b, Pan10, Sch11a]. Large [KS11c, Ber12d, CB12, DM13, MM13a, Mor13].


Level [BCDE18a, BCD18b, BSS13a, Bas10, Sol12, VS11b]. Lewis [San13a]. Library [ÖZ16a, ÖZ16b, Jai13]. license [Men13]. License [SR12, SRS13]. Lighty [Sch13b].

lie [Win11a]. Life [Sha16, KKI3, Sch12d]. lifecycle [Rup10]. Lightstone [Tra10a]. like [JS12, Sau13b]. Limitations [Sch12b].


L [BM10c, Gl12, Gou12]. Lack [HNT16]. ladder [Sch13d]. Lag [SKT10]. Lahman [Del11c]. Landscape [Wel18]. Langade [Bes13b]. Language [Mun19, Sin19, Mac10, HMB18]. languages [KK12b, Pan10, Sch11a]. Large [KS11c, Ber12d, CB12, DM13, MM13a, Mor13].


Level [BCDE18a, BCD18b, BSS13a, Bas10, Sol12, VS11b]. Lewis [San13a]. Library [ÖZ16a, ÖZ16b, Jai13]. license [Men13]. License [SR12, SRS13]. Lighty [Sch13b].

lie [Win11a]. Life [Sha16, KKI3, Sch12d]. lifecycle [Rup10]. Lightstone [Tra10a]. like [JS12, Sau13b]. Limitations [Sch12b].

12

Stolz, Teo13]. LISIAP [VS11b].

Literature [Kam19, Sol19, MJ11]. Load
[KAZS14, SAM13b, WZ12].

Load-balancing [KAZS14]. loaders
[SM12b]. localization [HWA12]. located
[KOPR16, MRJD17]. Logic
[ZNLP18, BMMR12, NKS10, Pha18, Sch13d].

logic-based [BMMR12]. loaders [RVB12].
long [Cat13]. Loop [Tur19]. Lord [Tra11b].
Low [Bas10, CN11, GB13b]. Low-level
[Bas10]. LR [SD11]. Lua [MJCdLF17].

Luisa [Bat11].

McCormick [Aus11]. McCullough
[Bes13a]. McMurtry [Saf10]. MDE
[GD11b]. Mean [Sch19]. means
[NUK13]. measure
[CSKB11, CPPC12, KB11b]. Measurement
[NGD14a, LRS11, VB13]. Measuring
[KCS11, KKK11, PC14, SKT10, Tche10a,
Sin13]. mechanism [KS11b, WJ12, YO11].
media [Teo13c]. media-rich [Teo13e].
mediocracy [Sch13e]. medium [CN11].
Medoids [BB11b]. Meeting [KMR19].
Memory [JWB18]. menu [Jai11, Jai12].
Merani [Bat11]. Mercuri [Saf10].
MESOCA [LIL13]. messages [Ban10b].
Meta [SKE18]. Meta-Heuristics
[SKE18]. Metamorphic [XPP19].
metaphor [KOV12]. Method
[BA19, GD12, Tche10b, TJ12, eAMO10,
HK12, J18a, NAS10, Ril12, dSAVP10].
Methodological [Saa19]. methodologies
[MM11a]. methodology [RRN13].
Methods [GP12, GR12, HMS16, MKS10,
Rom12, Tche10a, Tche11]. Metric
[Kay11, M18, J13, NS10a, PGP13].
Metrics [BR16, DR11b, HNT16, KB11a,
SP13, Sin13, CN11, CMGV13, DR10, DR11a,
GB13a, Gup11, JM13, JK11, JK12, Loc12,
MW12, MO11, NAS10, NMVS11, PASS13,
PM12, SGS12b, SK11, SK12d, SS13, SSK13,
Yaz10, CCM10, SS10b].

Michael
[Ber11d, Ber13, Gou12, Rog10, Swa12b].
Michal [Pai13b]. Michale [Whi11]. Micky
[Sch13b]. micro [HB10]. Microsoft
[Teo13f, Saf10]. Microtasking [Adr19].
Mike [Gve13b, Mor13]. military [Sau11].
Mills [Hag11]. mind [O’S11]. Mining
[Mun19, PC14, SAS16, Sin19, MKB11,
Ngo11, RVB12]. MiSE [CD17]. missing
[Teo13]. Mitch [Teo13]. Mitigating
[BGS13]. Mitigation [KK14]. MITM
[BR13]. mixed [eAMO10]. Mobile
[Hal13, LMG13, Tche13c, BD11, Bel11,
M11b, M13b, P13a].

Mobile-Enabled [LNG13]. MOBS
[LNG+13]. **Model** [BZC+18, Bul18, FSK12, GPW17, KAZS14, LLS12, LAX17, Mac10, MP17, MJCdLF17, PM10, Tur19, ACS13, AHS12, BSS13a, CS13a, CSKB12, CK11a, DD11, DBA13, DRD12, GSK11, GS10, GB10, Jan12, JIY12, KS10, KS11b, KK12a, KJ10, KKK11, MSK+10, MBC10, MKK13b, SNS10c, SAS11, SK13, SK12d, SK12c, Tai13, Tee10b, Jie16, Del11c].

**Model-Based** [LAX17, BZC+18, PM10, Del11c].

**Model-driven** [GPW17].

**Model-in-the-Loop** [Tur19].

**Modeling** [Ban10a, GWG+17, KK14, KK11, SM12b, ZS13, Ban11, BGKS12, CSG13, Rip12, SAM13b, SVT13, Rus11].

**Modelling** [BM10c, CD17, GKMM18].

**Models** [BBG+13, BWSF18a, BWSF18b, Jin18, Sha16, BMMR12, JZH13, KSR12, KKK13, Rup10].

**Modern** [Pai13b, Teo13d, Teo13e].

**Modified** [GT10, KSK12a, KSK13b, MKK12b, MBC10].

**Modularity** [Del13].

**Moed** [Gve13b].

**Mohamed** [Whi11].

**Monitoring** [WJ12].

**Monte** [MP17].

**Monte-Carlo** [MP17].

**MOOCs** [AH12c].

**Moose** [Nie12].

**Moral** [Ost16b].

**MORSE** [GPW17].

**Moscow** [Mir11].

**Movement** [Jai11].

**MTD** [AENK16, FCT+17, IOS18].

**Multi** [BA13, JS18a, MWR19a, MWR19b, BMMR12, BGS+13, GSB11, HK12, KPA10].

**Multi-Agent** [MWR19a, MWR19b, GSB11].

**Multi-diagram** [BMMR12].

**Multi-Directional** [JS18a].

**multi-method** [HK12].

**multi-patterns** [KPA10].

**Multi-person** [BA13].

**multi-threats** [BGS+13].

**multicore** [Sch12a].

**Multidimensional** [BM10b].

**Multilayer** [DRD12].

**Multiple** [JS12].

**multiprocessor** [Vu11].

**mutant** [Tee10a].

**mutual** [Ban12a].

**Nam** [Fro13b].

**Narasimhan** [Rog10].

**Nathaniel** [Bes13a].
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